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Studying Biology with 
Evolutionary Computation

and Artificial Life



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

WHAT IS LIFE?



  

WHAT IS LIFE?



  

WHAT IS LIFE?

   MRS GREN             
   Movement,             Energy (metabolism)
   Reproduction,   Homeostasis
   Sensitivity,    Self-sustainability
   Growth,   Information Processing
   Respiration,           Cellular Structure
   Excretion               Evolution
   Nutrition



  

Game Of Life
(Conway, 1970)

Still Life Oscillators “Spaceships”
*based on von Neumann's “universal constructor” (1966)



  

Game Of Life
(Conway, 1970)



  

Langton Loop/Ants
(Langton, 1984-86)

He coined the term “Artifcial Life” in the late 1980s when he organized
the frst "Workshop on the Synthesis and Simulation of Living Systems" 

(Artifcial Life I) at the Lost Alamos National Lab in 1987.



  



  

Computer (Virus): Core Wars
(Dewdney, 1984)




  

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)

Processing Allocation Reproduction



  

                             COPY LOOP OF 80AAA

nop_1    ; 01  47 copy loop template      
nop_0    ; 00  48 copy loop template
nop_1    ; 01  49 copy loop template
nop_0    ; 00  50 copy loop template
mov_iab  ; 1a  51 move contents of [bx] to [ax] (copy instruction)
dec_c    ; 0a  52 decrement cx
if_cz    ; 05  53 if cx = 0 perform next instruction, otherwise skip it
jmp      ; 14  54 jump to template below (copy procedure exit)
nop_0    ; 00  55 copy procedure exit compliment
nop_1    ; 01  56 copy procedure exit compliment
nop_0    ; 00  57 copy procedure exit compliment
nop_0    ; 00  58 copy procedure exit compliment
inc_a    ; 08  59 increment ax (point to next instruction of daughter)
inc_b    ; 09  60 increment bx (point to next instruction of mother)
jmp      ; 14  61 jump to template below (copy loop)
nop_0    ; 00  62 copy loop compliment
nop_1    ; 01  63 copy loop compliment
nop_0    ; 00  64 copy loop compliment
nop_1    ; 01  65 copy loop compliment (10 instructions executed per loop)

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)



  

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)

“Hosts, red, are very common. 
Parasites, yellow, have appeared but are still rare.”



  

“Hosts, are now rare because parasites have become very common. 
Immune hosts, blue, have appeared but are rare.”

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)



  

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)

“Immune hosts are increasing in frequency, 
separating the parasites into the top of memory.”



  

“Immune hosts now dominate memory, 
while parasites and susceptible hosts decline in frequency. 

The parasites will soon be driven to extinction.”

Computer (Virus) Evolution:
Tierra (Ray, 1990)
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